Title:

Anita and the tasty garden

Illustrator: Manuela Prandi
Pages:

32

Size:

22 x 22

ISBN:

9788896084205

Price:

9,90 €

Type:

Colored paperback

Anita and her inseparable dog Pepe make a funny
trip on a magic train. At each of the twelve stops

debuted as a writer with noir genre
novels. Nonetheless in life she pursues
the philosophy of smiling and is engaclown therapy. She loves reading
away, towards the horizon".
In 2016, while travelling as a mother,
she wrote her rst stories for children,
which were published by Errekappa
Edizioni: Anita and the tasty garden
and Anita and the trip to the farm and
in 2017 The school in color.
12 Pictures
Age: from 5 up to 9 years old.
350 copyes sold in t
rst week!

and to discover an important feeling.
The text ts to di erent reading levels based on the
child's age. Besides the story of Anita's trip, the children will learn that in nature there's at least one
fruit for each month of the year. They will learn its
speci name in English and they will discover
values such as friendship, mutual help, generosity
and many other important feelings.
What a discovery on that day in July
she feels her tummy wants t y.
she looks on the ground and something she sees.
A dark outline is mimicking her
"I am your shadow, by your side I will always be",
Anita is happy: alone she'll never be.

e la gita in fattoria
Anita - a trip to the farm
Manuela Prandi
32
22 x 22
9788896084229
9,90 €
Paperback - 4 Colours
: in life
they support the philosophy of the

all forms of life are the main themes of the

common passion for children and

12 Pictures

300 copyes sold in the

The New School in Color
The long awaited moment for Leon has
ring. He is accompanied in front of the
elementary school by his mom and
into the classroom Leon meets with a
great multitude of children coming from
rious characteristics.
So many questions arise in the child's
answer to one in particular: "Why did
Giulio make such a bad gesture?".
With acumen, sensitivity and fun this
simple story touches themes like InteTitle:
The New School in Color gration, bullying, cooperation, friendship, disability and solidarity.
Author: Elisa Cattini
Illustrator: Sara Prandi
The opportunity to turn diversity into
Pages:
64
treasure is the very last message targeSize:
Hardcover 21 x 15
ted by this text.
ISBN:
9788896084267
This an appropriate story to be read
aloud in order to prepare children to go
Born in Carpi in 1972 Elisa Cattini debuted as a
writer with noir genre novels. Nonetheless in life
she pursues the philosophy of smiling and is
engaged in a Clown association operating in
hospital wards by implementing the clown
therapy. She loves reading anywhere and
writing on the edge of the road since, as she
says: " often inspiration catches me while I'm
travelling and my imagination is freed far away,
towards the horizon".
In 2016, while travelling as a mother, she wrote
shed by Errekappa Edizioni: Anita and the tasty
garden and Anita and the trip to the farm.

to talk about cultural, physical, linguistic
diversities; on the other hand it is also
appropriate for readings by older chilview on bullying and some cues on how
to face it.
Ages: 6 to 10

Scanskull the troublemaker
Title:

Scanskull the troublemaker

Author:

M

Illustrator: Annaviola Faresin
Pages:

180

Size:

15 x 21

ISBN:

9788896084304

Price:

12,00 €

Type:

Paperback

This is the story of Bru, an eleven year old girl,

Saint George's school, the best art school in

Mari a Zorzi was born in 1984 in
Castelfranco Veneto. She graduated
Ca' Foscari University in Venice and
earned a Master's degree in Journa-

-

of Journalists. She writes about
country should be able to regain control over

with web sites and web contents.
the ability to use her heart.

Ages: 7 to 14

Me & You
Title:
Author:
Illustrator:
Pages:
Size:
ISBN:
Price:
Type:
Age:

Me and you
Maddalena Schiavo
Antonio La Malfa
36
22 x 22
9788896084281
11,00 €
Colored paperback
3 to 7

-

Maddalena Schiavo, has a university degree in philosophy and is a
specialized librarian in children's
literature. In 2014 she published
-

fectly up to date.
The uniqueness of each individual as part of a
whole.
To be a sole individual yet part of a whole, just as
the knots of a single net, is explained to the chilIt is a children's shaped trip inside the human
being aimed at emphasizing the magic of friendship, unity and sharing.

Antonio La Malfa
nicates with pencils.

-

been teaching Technology in a

like a ball and, like a big ball, he was blowing

swells so much and becomes so big to the point
when he realizes the importance of sharing and
being part of a whole, he discovers the beauty
and joy of socializing, friendship and unity.

A Strange Nest
Title:

A Strange Nest

Autor:

Samanta Malavasi

Illustrator:

Samanta Malavasi

Pages:

30

Size:

21 x 21 cm.

ISBN:

9788896084366

Cover:

Hardcover

Pictures

Smelly Friends for Life
Title:

Smelly Friends for Life

Autor:

Samanta Malavasi

Illustrator:

Samanta Malavasi

Pages:

30

Size:

21 x 21 cm.

ISBN:

9788896084373

Cover:

Hardcover

Clodoveo the racoon is a playful kit.
Every morning at sun rise,
from his bed he opens his eyes,
he gets up in a hurry and
rushes down for breakfast because denly, the owner enters and the frightened
he's always very hungry.

-

A Sea full of Colours
Title:

A Sea Full of Colours

Autor:

Samanta Malavasi

Illustrator:

Samanta Malavasi

Pages:

30

Size:

21 x 21 cm.

ISBN:

9788896084xxx

Cover:

Hardcover

Pictures

-

He swims and swims
who can see even in the deepest
darkest waters with his lantern:
"Mr. Lantern, did you see any drawings?"
asks Casimiro.
"Yes actually, a very quick shadow passed by me and dropped some
On that note, he swims away.

3 WEEKS WITH THE GENIE
An out of the ordinary manual on freedom
Title:

3 weeks with the Genie
-

dom
Author:
Series:
Pages:
ISBN:
Price:
Type:

Chiara Grandin
Life Coach and 3 Principles Facilitator, also blogger and writer.
Literature and Languages she totally devotes herself to coaching and
training.
Since 2005 she has been holding
seminars, courses and One-on-One
sessions. For several years she
worked for the magazine Donna
Moderna (Modern Woman) wriCa è".
ving and coming back (2012).

Chiara Grandin
Three principles
320
9788896084243
15,50 €
Paperback

New, alluring, unique, where reality, magic and desires entangle themselves within the book's pages
giving birth to a passionate story where the reader
will inevitably be re cted.
The sixth book of the Three Principles series, 3 weeks
with the Genie is the rst real training novel published by Errekappa publishing house.
Finder meets the Genie in a bar. In order to receive
his three wishes Finder will have to spend 3 weeks
with the Genie. Lessons learned from the Genie over
this period will be far more important than
lling
his wishes.
has the ability to sneak into the reader's dreams by
whispering in his ear something new and so extraor-

-

had the desire to meet with the
Genie of the lamp, this is a sine qua
non of reading.

anymore.
person will ally be able to discover that anything
that s/he has always desired and s/he has ever imagined, is closer than previously believed.

MAKE PEACE WITH YOUR BRAIN

-

Simona Ronchiadin

-

She has been studying NLP since 2005 and
-

happenstance.

-

-

dness and well-being.

-

-

-

Token lives

Title:
Author:
Pages:
Size:
ISBN:
Price:
Type:

Token lives
Elisa Cattini
112
15 x 21
9788896084298
13,00 €
Paperback

Born in Carpi in 1972 Elisa Cattini
debuted as a writer with noir genre
novels. Nonetheless in life she pursues
the philosophy of smiling and is engaged in a Clown association operating
in hospital wards by implementing the
clown therapy. She loves reading
anywhere and writing on the edge of
the road since, as she says: " often
inspiration catches me while I'm travelling and my imagination is freed far
away, towards the horizon".
In 2016, while travelling as a mother,
she wrote her first stories for children,
which were published by Errekappa
Edizioni: Anita and the tasty garden
and Anita and the trip to the farm and
in 2017 The school in color.

Like a welcoming, prosperous and somehow
old-fashioned mother, the sensual, comforting, burning and enthusiastic city of Bologna
unravels to a young student through bars,
unique city center streets, the university, a
fascinating and fragile humanity. It is an
uneven city, made of passion and light where
age, desires, colors and dreams blend. There a
laundromat can become a place for meetings,
confrontations, life stories generously given
away between drying and washing sessions.
The melancholic Allegra is the crossroad of
lives that are wrapping and overwhelming
her while they seem to find in her a port, a
handhold, affection, a glimpse of happiness, a
chance to be heard: Irina, "the ferrylady of lost
souls" owns the Montmartre Café and weaves
invisible threads around the lives of her customers; Josette, beautiful mysterious volatile
presence who seems forever elusive; Tommaso, elegantly attractive with strong and delicate gestures; Anna, former actress, queen of a
thousand lives, tide to a big unforgettable
love; Marilena and her dramas and again
Giulia who reads in her friend's thoughts, moderately caressing her torments with no judgment, apprehensive and caring parents,
friends, running around, the succession of
months punctuated by studying sessions, feelings, tears, passionate kisses and regenerating coffees.
This novel, gracefully and lightly investigates
the most diverse shades of the human soul,
returning the reader with the image of a
microcosm, which heartwarmingly mirrors on
today, too often considered deprived of any
poetry.

